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Abstract 

 

Problem Statement: Climbing is a recent promoted sport in Romania, comparing to Austria, 

France or Germany. Training of national Romanian team brings a variety of technical and 

psychological issues. 

Purpose of Study:The ideaof the studywas bornalong withthenational teamgoing 

throughseveralstages ofthe World Cupintwo disciplines (climbing andclimbingblock). 

Research Methods:motivationalinterview, analyzethe settingof short and longtermtraining.  

Results:Regardingthe current status ofthe Romanian team, there are emergingrelevant 

sportingissuesdescribed inthis paper. 

Conclusions:For the coming year, improving the performance of the lotinvolves theneed 

ofathletesto changeinternalmode, better momentconnectionandcompetition, reporting 

coaches requirements to the peakperformance of athlete. 
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SWOT Analysis of the situation of this sport in 

Romania presently: 

Strengths 

•Young team; 

•Cohesive team along with ambition and 

motivation; 

• Maturity regarding the ability and willingness to 

analyze  and conclusions 

• The availability of the coach and his team 

brainstorming meeting type; on techniques/design 

of trails; 

•Availability of team members to share their 

experience; 

•Willingness to develop this sport in Romania. 

Weaknesses: 

• Not all members of the national team are in the 

same city; 

• the team is heterogeneous in terms of age, being 

composed mostly by adults 

• Lack of panels similar to those in international 

competitions; 

• Difficulty in financing the participation of the lot 

in more stages, hence insufficient experience; 

• Small number of climbers who know how to 

compose trails World Cup level.  

Psychological remarkson the climbers 

personalities: 

Top climbers have very different 

personalities and therefore it becomes difficult to 

identify a general profile available, which would 

stream line the development of motivation 

techniques. (Grant, S., 1996) 

There are climbers who train heavily within 

a sport team, feel that they belong to a particular 

tradition, schools, orientations and therefore give 

the best results when they are in the presence and 

support of the entire team.   

Just as, there are climbers who choose to 

impose from outside, solitary train and give 

maximum results when they come in a sports group 

that is somehow tangential. That encourages them 

to activate the dimension of the competition, that 

„to prove you how much I have progressed in your 

absence.” 

The two extremes are directly related to 

divergent personalities. To one of polelies centered 

athletes to achieve performance alone, because the 

solitude activates frustration dimension and 

increases their desire to fight. And personalities 

who are activated and functioning at maximum 

potential when they feel that they „bloom” in-

housegarden, which is the club where they train 

and colleagues are mirrors reflecting the amplified 

positive results. 

There are climbers that have an ascending 

curb in those five minutes when they are in front of 

a World Cup trail, each subsequent attempt to 

approach the course is better than the previously. 

Those are athletes who give everything in the last 

30 seconds, often the audience knows this 

intrinsically dynamic and supports them so that by 

the end of the contest flow time, success issure. 

Progress of an ascending curve due to certain 

shyness and uncertainty during evolution (number 

of attempts) fades away. 

To the other extreme, there are climbers 

who are successful at the first maximum of the 

second attempt, which over lapped internal beliefs 

like „once and only once”, a sort of existential 

sportive radicalism and due to their combativity 

and perfect understanding of the regulation, 

because the success in as few attempts gives you 

ascension the leader board. Such personality 

features suggests other aspects of the person in 

question, in the area ofperfectionism, rigorous 

control type, almost obsessional. The approach of 

this kind maybe seen in the teams  of Austria and 

Germany. The teams of Japan and Slovenia are 

includedin the first type, aspect potent samurai 

spirittype (oftenunder time pressure I noticed that 

on the last attempt they achieved outstanding 

performance). (Jones, Graham, 1993) 

In the individual level, athletes early in their 

climbing career sare inclined to give the best they 

canin the first attempt. The rigorof this type, 

verging obsessional side (in its positive version) is 

beneficial and raises admiration. The riskthat can 

occur (in years) is the early exhaustion, because the 

obsessional nature of mental energy excess, energy 

that could be dosed more effectively during the 

subsequent sportive evolution, in years, climbing 

and boulder branch swhich allow the successful 

participation in the championships/contests around 

the age of40. 

Regarding public participation, 

encouragement helps if it overlaps when the 

climber is internally ready to make his move. 

Otherwise, there is a gap between the peak of 

concentration relating to the decision carrying out 

actual movement and action, gapleading to failure 

of proper move, even though the plan was 

efficiently built. 

At the level ofMemory, there should be 

consider edissues such as: the ability to fine 

discriminatere garding to the form, contour, spatial 

difficulty climbing holds, rapid evaluation of 

alternatives grip. These „micro” components of 

what we call tactile memory, which brings together 

aspects of elevated perception to the level of 

observational spirit and certain memory /memory 

forms in the geometric sense, technically. In 

addition, the sport in questioner quiresrapid 

decision-making power by accessing the previous 

perceptual pattern. 

In this regard, we recommend discrete 

trainings that do no trequire physical fatigue of the 

climbers, but climbing hold study, possibly with 

eyes closed and techniques to enhance the ability of 

mental representation, on a mental screen, fine 

movements of gripping. These exercises should 
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aim at the development of what lay language 

climbers call „claw” 

The memory of climbing holds and the way 

to grab they impose fine movements of the fingers 

motricity. Climbing or bouldering requires 

adegreeat tenement regarding motricity manual and 

digital body postures. There must be developed 

bodily memory, everything that means storage(for 

each climber in part) represents postural schemes. 

Every climber has engram in its memory buffer 

with which runs the automatic movements and 

automated habit level, dozens of postural schemas 

that define it and define its climber 

personality.(Phillips, Kevin. 2012) 

We are referring here to some unique 

movements or movement’schains with specific 

names, which must be identified, studied and 

amplified the potential to be performed at a higher 

level. We identify thus critical steps that can be 

passed differential depending on the constitution of 

the typical athlete, but by virtue of these postural 

scheme which, at the limit, we may call (within the 

meaning of the term beneficial) stereotypes, to 

which the person in question calls for in times of 

tension body. 

For example, some climbers pass a difficult 

step by grouping, others calling for body tension or 

via claw 

Especially in Boulder, there must acquired 

engrams body scheme for easily performing sites 

jup, schemas to tackle trails that appeal to the body 

traction climbing holds drained, and coordination 

actionable plans of dual schema– hand –leg. 

Development of memory process is done 

hand in hand with the development of imagination. 

Boulder climbing and climbing are disciplines that 

appeal greatly to the development tool imagination. 

Sports competition trails are designed/ 

thought in a certain way. Climbers have available 

time between 30 seconds and 1 minute to study and 

conceive some alternative approach, then to make 

the decision and to internal finalize the choice for a 

particular motor strategy, and in the next four 

minutes to give the tests. (In the World Cup trails, 

each climber as a maximum of five minutes to 

perform on a trail). 

Competitive leading strategies involve on 

average of three tests for efficiency and optimal 

position in the rankings. (Jones, Graham, 1993) 

Insufficient engagement (through work out sun 

supported or inappropriate) in relation to: analysis 

of alternatives (thinking) –imagination–traction 

may lead to the following pattern: The concerned 

athlete thinks its route one approach, but the 

concrete position allocation of climbing holds 

demonstrates his inability to go on the plan 

proposed earlier. Consequently, the need for 

flexibility and rapid recalibration (coupled motric, 

motivational, internal decision and at the level 

possibility of direct approach), depending on what 

the athlete found in the route. 

We believe that this could be a critical point 

for climber so four team, they are insufficiently 

trained for the diversity of trails that can be created 

and incompletely mature motivated in difficult 

times, the original plan did not correspond to what 

route climber finds tangible. (Jones, Graham, 1993) 

At emotional, motivational and volitional 

level, we can say that, including lots of climbers 

from other countries are fragile in terms of the self 

esteem. Vulnerabilities in not absolute terms, but 

compared to the lots of athletes from other 

areas(gymnastics, biathlon, figure skating, 

swimming). That in itself can be justified by the 

idea that climbing and bouldering are „young” 

sports even globally and there is still no established 

personality, defined either macro sense for this area 

not even in developed countries on this line. (Grant, 

S., 1996) 

Motivational dynamics of volitional follows 

a specific trend of any successful athlete, standing 

out is: 

*** Vulnerable posture and performance anxiety of 

one who tries to stay on top;  

*** Public pressure, which maintains a certain 

personality preferences (some climber admired and 

loved) for years;  

*** Pleasure and joy which greeted any new young 

climber (this being the encouragement of sports 

itself). 

Audience (represented in theworld-

classcompetitionsaround5000-6000fansinWorld 

Cup semi-finals and finals) considers: 

*** climber self confidence;  

*** succeed the one last attempt to catch the top;  

***Original approaches on a particular route;  

***Age;  

***Ability to cope with a route failure, further in 

creasing the motivation. 

Key aspects to be valorized in the psychological 

training: 

In Attention, Perception and Memory level: 

The need for techniques to develop the spirit of 

observation; 

increase climbing holds Miller/positional aspects 

of the body, from which a climber needs to be 

careful at the same time; 

attention to develop the ability to function as a 

„filter”, leaving to go(in the competitive mood) to 

the conscious decision only of key issues related to 

the settlement route in compact manner „mind–

body”; 

focus attention on issues of body tension, which 

leads to a better motor approach; 

optimal ratio between the concentration and 

stability of attention and switching capacity 

(selectivity) of its, depending on moment(do not 

skip holds). 
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Concepts regarding developmentof motor 

thought: 

Components that must be identified and trained 

separately include „claw”, body tension, strength, 

coordination, balance, blockage, endurance; 

 development of movements memory (simple or 

complex = sequence of movements) in order to 

form skills; 

 Avoid traps to see a single solution approach to a 

route. 

 

Conclusions: 

The factors that influence the evolution of a 

climber depends on: fitness, training settings, 

psychological component and motivational 

dynamics related to the moment of competition. 

This study provides as regards the sport climbing 

from Romania: 

an analysis of the current top level climbers; 

comparison with the previous years and following 

the evolution of this sport at international level; 

SWAT analysis of the problems of the national 

team  (the description of strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities noting the team, as well as factors 

that threaten); 

proposals to develop this sport in Romania; 

conclusions on improving the knowledge and 

inclination to study and dedication motivational 

specialist supported both coaches and athletes. 

opportunity to study mental training and 

relaxation techniques Schultz psychotherapy versus 

other motivational techniques, analysis by coaches 

favorable results as well as failures. 
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